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(ABSTRACT)

Statistical methods for estimating the parameters of

a Weibull distribution are developed under the assumption

that the available data set is obtained from field

performance and is consequently censored on both the left

A 'and the right. The extreme lack of data makes estimation

very difficult. Estimation equations are defined for both

maximum—likelihood and moment based estimates. Simulation

results obtained using the defined estimation strategies

are not promising but do suggest directions for further

study.
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1. INERQDHQIIQN ‘

The assessment of reliability of’ equipment is of

paramount importance in the context of modern technology

and its future developments. Special statistical methods

have been developed for this purpose during the last few

decades but there is no efficient technique available to

estimate reliability using certain classes of highly

censored field data which represent actual operating

experiences.

When we buy equipment or a simple product such as an

electric bulb or a calculator, we expect it to function

properly for a reasonable period of_ time. Unexpected

failures of equipment are encountered at times. No matter

how efficient the manufacturing process is, one or more

failures may occur. This failure may be due to any of

several sources.

Man-made systems all suffer from imperfections.

There are numerous arguments for this: the designer has

neglected or has not been aware of some important facts

concerning either the environment in which the system is

to operate or the operation of the system itself; the

manufacturer has introduced defects into the system when

producing it; weaknesses are inherent in the materials

from which the system is built. These imperfections lead

to the failure of the system to perform its function. The
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second source of failure is natural component

deterioration caused by friction and abrasive wear, metal

fatigue or corrosion. Very often, system or component

failure is the result of many interacting factors.

Another source of failure is chance causes. Random

failures occur quite unpredictably at random intervals and

cannot be eliminated by taking necessary steps at the

planning, production or inspection stage (Sinha, 1986).

when the item fails, a replacement action may be

initiated and as a result of the replacement the unit is

renewed (renewal models). When the replacement actionu
brings the unit to an as-new—like condition, it is natural

to model the failure process as a renewal process where

the renewal intervals are the times between successive

failures. The weibull renewal process is often used to

model the equipment failure process and to describe the

life-time distribution.

Verification of the attained reliability of

equipment is often based upon the statistical evaluation
‘ of field performance data. In many applications, the

process of data reporting or the nature of operation of

the equipment cause the accumulated data sets to be highly

incomplete. A specific realization of this situation is

constructed in this research and an algorithm for

obtaining life distribution parameter estimates is

developed.
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An example of the situation which is studied in this

research is monitoring the reliability of a population of

computing devices for which the ages of the devices are

unknown at the start of the observation interval. This

constitutes left censoring of the failure data. During the ·

observation interval, a subset of the devices fail and the

balance of the population operates successfully. This

constitutes conventional right data censoring. The two

forms of data censoring combine to yield a data set that

is doubly censored.

Doubly censored data sets provide far less

information about device reliability than is available in

a life test data set. On the other hand, field data
V

represents actual operating experiences and is often

preferred to laboratory data. consequently, a method for

computing failure distribution parameter estimates has

substantial practical value.

The general parameter estimation equations for the

computation of maximum likelihood estimates and method of

moments estimates are defined for the case of doubly

censored data. It is shown that when the life distribution

is negative exponential, the estimates can be computed

readily. The equations are then applied to data from a

weibull life distribution. It is shown that for this case

the equations cannot be solved directly but do permit

numerical solution (Chapter III). An algorithm for
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computing the solution estimates is defined for several

example data sets. In each case, the accuracy of the

estimates obtained is characterized.



2. LlIERAIHRE.REYlEH

Information related to Weibull renewal processes is

limited and there is no literature available relevant to

reliability estimation using doubly censored field data.

Several studies have been made by various investigators

during the last three decades in the area of reliability

and life testing using the Weibull life distribution. All _

of these investigations describe right or single censoring

only.

The Weibull distribution has been extensively used

as a model of life length. This leads to its study in life

testing and reliability estimation. Weibull (1951)

discussed its applicability to a wide variety of failure

situations. Kao (1959) used it as a model for vacuum tube

failures while Lieblien and Zelen (1956) used it as a

model for ball bearing failures. Mann (1968) gives a

variety of situations (increasing and decreasing hazard

rates) in which the distribution is used for other types

of failure data.

Smith and Leadbetter (1963) have developed the

renewal function for the Weibull distribution. As one of

the early investigations, their study covers the

development of a series expansion for the renewal function

associated with the Weibull distribution. The expansion is

valid for all values of the time t, and the coefficients

5
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of the powers of t are easily calculated numerically by a

recursive procedure. Lomnicki (1966) studied the Weibull

renewal process and expanded the renewal functions of

Weibull type not into power series but into infinite

series of appropriate Poissonian functions of tB. An

example illustrating the numerical calculations for a

given Weibull renewal process is also presented in this

paper.

Lehman (1963) has discussed the properties of the

Weibull distribution. Given the conditions on the shape

parameter B for the existence of a nmde and inflection

point, the locations of and the values of the function at

these points are traced as B grows from zero to infinity.

The behavior of the median and first four moments is

described and presented in tabular form as a function of

B. Other interesting features of the Weibull distribution

are noted.

2.1. ESIlMAIlQN.QE.RARAMEIERS

There are several methods by which one can obtain

· good estimates for the parameters of Weibull distribution.

The methods include the iterative solution of the

maximum-likelihood equations, moment estimators, and

several types of linear estimation techniques. Because of

the regularity properties of the Weibull density function
I

maximum-likelihood estimators of Weibull parameters enjoy
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the properties of consistency, asymptotic efficiency,

asymptotic unbiasedness and asymptotic normality (Mann,

1967). The maximum-likelihood estimates cannot, however,

be calculated explicitly, but must be determined by

iterative procedures applied to sample data.

Cohen (1965) is one of the many individuals who

first indicated the maximum-likelihood estimation in the

Weibull distribution based on complete and on censored

samples. Cohen's study is concerned with the two parameter

Weibull distribution which is widely employed as a model

in life testing. Maximum likelihood equations are derived

for estimating the distribution parameters from (i)

. complete samples, (ii) singly censored samples, and (iii)

progressively (multiple) censored samples. Asymptotic

variance-covariance matrices are given for each of these

sample types. An illustrative example is also included in

his paper.
1

By using the general theory of Maximum Likelihood

Estimation, Cohen (1965) showed that maximum likelihood

estimates of parameters (Ä, B) are bivariate normal with

means (a, B) and variance co—variance matrix given by

662 66·6¤
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where 1nL is the logarithm of the likelihood function

defined as:

n
L(Lo1,B) = H f(ti„¤1„B)

i=l

for a sample data set of n observations.

The exact expressions for various expectations above

are difficult to obtain. However, in practice they are

approximated by using (Cohen, 1965):

E('82ll’IL) = ,,82111L etc_ _

88.8a 88.8 I ^0 B=B
¤=¤

Accordingly, we have as the approximate

variance—covariance matrix

2
1-1 A A A

- 91** A A -
921**

A A Varna) c¤v(¤1,B)
BB 01 8 98.801 01 8

- 321IlL
A A

„ 32].IlL
A A Cov(G’B) VaI.(g_)

801.88 01 8
8012 01 8

Mann (1967) has developed Tables for obtaining the

best linear invariant estimates of parameters of the

two-parameter Weibull distribution. She considered a

censored life test situation and assumed a Weibull

failure time distribution. These tables can be used for

estimating the logarithms of the reliable life, where the
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estimator is best among linear estimators with expected

loss invariant under translations. According to her study,

these best linear invariant estimators have uniformly

smaller expected loss than the Gauss—Markov best linear

unbiased estimators and are simple linear functions of the

best linear invariant estimators.

Mann (1968) has also used moment estimators (based

on moments of the distribution of X = lnT) and shows that

they are less efficient than estimators based on only a

few ordered observations. For this reason, and because of

lthe fact that considerable effort is required in

calculating moment estimates for two-parameter Weibull

distribution, their use is not recommended (Mann, Schafer,

and Singpurwalla, 1974).

Thoman, Bain, and Antle (1969, 1970) present the

results of a study of the maximum-likelihood estimator,

of the reliability, R(t), when the two-parameter

Weibull distribution is assumed. They have shown that the

distribution of %(t) depends only upon R(t) and the number
l

of samples n. It has been observed in their study that

£(t) is very nearly unbiased and has a variance that is

practically equal to the Cramer-Rao lower bound for the

variance of an unbiased estimator. Tables that show lower

confidence limits for the reliability are also provided

for confidence levels of 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, and

0.98. For an observed value of §(t), the lower confidence
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limit can be read directly from the table and the large

sample normal approximation for h(t) is also investigated.

The study also included the development of tolerance

limits based on the maximum- likelihood estimators of the

Weibull parameters.

The method of maximum-likelihood has been used very

often by investigators to obtain the analytical estimates

of the parameters of the three—parameter Weibull

distribution for the case in which all the parameters are

unknown. Lemon (1974) has modified the likelihood

equations so that one need iteratively solve only two

equations for estimates of first two parameters, which

together then specify an estimate of the third parameter.

The best linear unbiased estimators of the location

and scale parameters of the Weibull distribution when the

shape parameter is known has been considered by numerous

investigators. Mann (1970) considered warranty estimation

and confidence bounds for Weibull parameters based on a

few order statistics. Kulldorff (1973) discussed optimum

spacings of sample quantiles from six extreme value

distributions (of which Weibull is one) when one of the

parameters is known. Chan, Cheng and Mead (1974) proposed

simultaneous estimation of the location and scale

parameters.

Johns and Lieberman (1966) developed a simple method

for obtaining exact lower confidence bounds for
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reliabilities (tail probabilities) for items whose life

times follow a Weibull distribution for which the "shape”

and “scale" parameters are unknown. The method is used to

obtain confidence bounds both for the censored and

non—censored cases, and the bounds are asymptotically

efficient. They are exact even for small sample sizes in

that they attain the desired confidence level precisely.

The case of an additional unknown ”location” or ”shift”

parameter is also discussed in their paper in the large

sample case. The paper also has tables of exact and

asymptotic lower confidence bounds for the reliability for

sample sizes of 10, 15, 20, 30, 50 and 100 for various

censoring fractions.

White (1969) proposed a method of estimation for the

Weibull distribution parameters which is based on a

regression approach. His method is applicable to censored

samples as well as complete samples.

Sinha and Fu (1977), suggested an estimation

procedure which depends on two fundamental concepts, (i)

the conditional failure rate, and (ii) the least square

principle.

Mann, Schafer, and Singpurwalla, have put together a

book

entitled3gligbili;y_ggd_Life_pa;a in 1974. The book provides more

extensive treatment of numerous methods of estimation.
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2.2. BAXES.ESIIMAIQRS.AND.BELIABILlIX.ESIlMAIIQN

Susarla and Van Ryzin (1976) gave a class of

Bayesian non-parametric estimators for Weibull life time

distribution using the Dirichlet distribution as prior.

Breslow and Crowley (1974), Meir (1975), Phadia and

Van Ryzin (1980), and Susarla and Van Ryzin (1978, 1979,

1980) studied the large sampling properties of Kaplan—Meir

estimator and that of non-parametric Bayesian estimators

and found that both are asymptotically equivalent.

Rai, Susarla, and Van Ryzin (1980), have suggested

Bayesian non-parametric estimators which shrink the

non-parametric estimator towards ai prior exponential

reliability function. This estimator has been compared

with the Kaplan—Meir estimator and maximum-likelihood

estimator and is found to be better than the Kaplan—Meir

estimator.

Bayes estimators are often obtained as a ratio of

two integrals which cannot be expressed in closed forms

and numerical approximations are needed. Lindley (1980)

developed an asymptotic approximation to the ratio. Sinha

(1985, 1986) obtained Bayes estimators using the marginal

posteriors and Lindley•s approximation. His studies based

on Monte Carlo methods reflect that while the

maximum—likelihood estimator of R(t) has uniformly smaller

squared·error deviation than its Bayesian counterpart, on

the basis of the squared-error deviation the efficiency of
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Lindley's estimates increases sharply with time compared

to the ones obtained by using the marginal posterior.

Sinha and Kale (1980) discuss prior distributions of

the unknown parameters B and 9 of a Weibull life

distribution. They assumed B and 8 to be independent. A

uniform prior distribution has been chosen for B and a

non-informative prior for 6. The joint prior is given by

the product of two individual prior distributions.

Pandey (1987) used Sinha and Kale's (1980) result

for the joint prior distribution of (B, 6) and obtained a

Bayes estimator of reliability at time t (O<t<T). In his

study, Pandey observed a fixed number of' patients (n)

whose times to death had identical Weibull distributions
‘

with parameters B and 8. The maximum times of observation

for different patients were also assumed independent

uniform variables as the patients arrived randomly

throughout the trial. The mean of R(t) with respect to the

joint posterior distribution was the resulting Bayes

estimator.



3. DEYELQBMENE.QELMQDEL

3.1. ESIlMAIlQN.MIHQDS

There are several methods by which one can obtain

good point estimates of the unknown parameters, a and B of

the two parameter Weibull distribution. The methods

include the iterative solution of the maximum-likelihood

equations, moment estimators, and several types of linear

estimation techniques. A discussion of the maximum-

likelihood method, the moment estimator and the Weibull

renewal process are presented here. Subsequently, computer

programs that compute the defined estimates are provided.

Presumably, one can construct life distribution

parameter estimates by examining the behavior of the

corresponding renewal process. A set of doubly censored

field data constitutes a set of "snap-shots" of the

process or "windows of distribution." The first strategy

for parameter estimation developed here is the analysis of

the renewal process. The intent is to include the

resulting metrics of process behavior in a corresponding

likelihood function. This is shown to be analytically

intractable. Consequently, an alternate strategy for

maximum likelihood estimation is defined and a moment

estimation method is also developed.

14
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3.1.1.The

Weibull distribution is considered as a nmdel

for the failure time distribution. The probability density

function of the Weibull distribution is given by:

£(t|¤,B) -¤¤B tB’lexp(—¤tB), t>-0, ¤>o, B>o (1)

where B is referred to as a shape parameter and ¤ a

scale parameter.

For the Weibull distribution, the distribution function is

given by

F(t)
-

1 — exp(—atB), (2)

and the reliability function is:

R(t)
-

exp(-atB). (3)

If tl, tz, ------ is a sequence of independent

random variables governed by a Weibull distribution, then

the random variables SK - tl + tz + -—-- + tk are
interpreted as the times up to the kth renewal and the

probability that SK<t is given by the k-fold convolution

of F(t) (Cox,1962)

c
Fk(t) ·(§Fk_l(t—X)ÖF(X). (4)
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where Fo(t) E 1.

If Nt is the number of renewals in (0,t), then

Pr (Nt<k) = Pr (Sk>t)

= 1 · Fk(t)„ (5)
l

so that Fk(t) can be regarded as the probability of k or

more renewals in the time interval (0,t).

The distribution on the number of renewals is

defined by the family of functions Wk(t), where

Wk(*=) = Fk(*=) · Fk+1(*=), k=¤«1)2.···· (6)

is the probability of exactly k renewals in (0,t). The

expected number of renewals E(Nt) = Mt, is the so-called

Renewal Function and is given by:

M(t) = ä k.Wk(t),
k=1

so that by equation (6)

M(t) =äFlk.(Fk(t) - Fk+1(t)) °

=Z Fk(t). (7)
k=1
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If ¤=1, the probability of renewal in (0,t) is equal to

F(1=) = 1 - ¢xp(—tB)„ (8)

and the corresponding probability density function is

given by

r(t) = ßtB‘1exp(—tB) (9)

In the case of the Weibull distribution, the Laplace

Transform approach is not convenient to determine the

Renewal Function. In fact, it has been proven that the r

Moment Generating Function does not exist for the Weibull

distribution. However, Lomnicki (1966) evaluated the

renewal function by a straight-forward expansion into an

infinite series of functions of tB.

um =‘§ Pkv:) = ‘§ ¤S(*¤B)%° ws)
1;:11 s=1 I k=1

=
°2€’

c(s)DS(tB)
s=1

where, c(s)o1k(s)

= ä ax-(s)
-ä-1

ar(s-1) for s>k,
r=k I‘=k

<=k(S) =°‘k+1(s) + (¤k(S) - ak(S-1))
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S .

ak(s) = Pik (-1)P+k (ä) _b_k(p) for
k=0,1,—-’

Y(p) s=k,k+l,-—
bo(S) = Y(S) for s=0,1,-——

bk+1(s) = S? bk(r)Y(s-r) for k=0,1,··-
‘ r=k

s=k+1,k+2,——

Y(r) = V(Br+1)/T(r+1) for r=0,1,-—-

= -
m I = ---Dk(t) exp( for k 1,2,

The backward recurrence—time at a time point t is

the length of time measured backwards from t to the last

renewal at or before t. Figure 3.1 depicts the backward

recurrence—time, Ut, at a fixed time point t. If there

have been no renewals up to t, Ut is defined to be t.

In this case:

Pr (Ut=t) = R(t) = exp(-¤tB). (11)

The probability density function of the backward

recurrence-time, Ut, is determined as,

Pr (x<Ut<=x+Ax) = M'(t-x).R(x).Ax (12)

i.e., x<Ut<=x+Ax if and only if a renewal occurs in

(t-x,t-x+Ax) and the new equipment survives until after t.

The probability density function for Ut at time x

is:



€·——· Ut ··—)|

t

Figure 3.1. Definition of Backward Recurrence-time, Ut.

‘ 19
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f(ut|t=x) — M'(t-x).R(x) 0<=x<t

= R(x) x=t

(13)

where, M'(t-x) = renewal density function for time

(t-x).

=.i[E(N1;-x)]
dx

R(x) = reliability function for time x.

Again,

f(ut|t=x) = R(x).M'(t-x), 0<=x<t

(14)

for the Weibull failure distribution, and when (¤= 1,

f(¤tIt=x) = 5xp(—xB)(%M<t·x)}
X

= ¤xp(-xB)lQ.{ Z ¤(5)Z (§;§1?*}¤xp(·(t—x)B)1
dx s=1 r=s r! .

= exp(-xB)[B(t·x)B'1M(t-X) + 5xp(-(t-x)B)-

{ Z c(s)Z d (t-x)rB}]
s=1 r=s§ I!

= gxp(—·xB) B'1M(t-x) + exp(-(t-x) •

( 2 ¤(s)2 -rB(u—x)rB‘1}3
s=1 r=s r!

(—

(15)*‘S
(r—1)s
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Now,

l

(t,x) IB']. = (t_,x) IB'B+B']. = (t_x) (I-1)B(t-x) B'l

(16)

Therefore,

f(ut|t=x) = exp(-xB)[B(t-x)B'1M(t-x)

— 1S
(:-1):

S=

ä (6-x)<*‘1)B>exp(-(t-x>B>1”-S
(:-1):_=

éxp(-XB) [Bu:-x)B'1M(1:—x) - B(1;-x)B"1(°i°1 ¤(s).
S=

exp(-xB) [Bu:-x) B‘1M(1:-x) - B(t—x)B'1{S°§l c(s) .

<t-x><S‘1)B)¤xp(-<¤-x>B> - ¤<t-x>B‘1( ? ¤(s>-
(:-1): BB B =’·=1

=;(t—x) )¤><p(-(t-X) )1
· T-

I=S

= exp(-xB) [1a(1:-x)B'1M(1:-x) - B(t·x)B'1{ B? c(k+1).
::-0<t·x>kB>exp<-(t-x>B> · B<t-x>B‘1M(¤-x):

TV

= exp(—xB)..0

for 0<=x<t

= exp(-xB) for x=t.

(17)

and,
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M'(t-x) - B.(t—x)B'1.exp(-(t-x)B).

{ 2 ¢(k+1)-(t-x)kB} (18)
k=o kg

This derivative depends upon the statement that:

2 c(s)2 (t—x)1‘“l)B - 2 c(s).(t-x)1S'1)B +
¤=1 r= S('—Vr-11 8*1 ¤¤ (S-1): rß2_<=(s) 2 (t—x)s—1 vai-

(19)
The accuracy of the above statement is based on the

following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Limitit_;xf’B
- 0 -—v—1a, t, x.a__>„ a!

(20)

Rmszf:

Take (t—x)B
-

y ——> a fixed value

There will be minimwn value of a, say ao, which

will be greater than zy.

a > ao > 2y

Limit (t-x)?B Sy?
a__>g°

B!
an

S ya—ao ·¥ao
a.(a—1).(a-2).....(aO+1)l°¤!

fixed value, say AO
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= Ao.(y/a).(y/a-1).....(y/a0+1)

<= A0.(l/2)a°a0 = A0.0

= 0 (Since a > ao+1 > 2y
l A

or, (1/a)<(1/ao+1)<1/2y

¤r„ (y/¤)<(y/ao+l)<y/2y=1/2)·

The expected value of the backward recurrence—time, Ut,

will be:

c
E[Ut] = £x.f(x)dx where f(x)=p.d.f. of Ut

= [ x.B(t-x)B'1{)j c(k+1).(t-x)kB}.
°

k=o E
_!

exp(-(t-x)B-xB).dx

c w _

= [ _
Z _

t- kB+B-1}.0
xexp(-(t—x)B-xB).dx (21)

This form does not have an analytical solution but

it can be evaluated numerically.

Cinlar (1975) has developed an equation for the

expected value of backward recurrence-time for a general

failure interval distribution.

c
E[Ut] = [(1 - F(u))du for all t>=0 (22)

0
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where, F(u) = failure interval distribution.

If failure interval distribution, F(u), is aweibull distribu-

tion with parameters oz, and B, then
’

E[Ut] = {t(1 - 1 + exp(-¤uB)du

= [texp(-¤uB)du (23)

[consider,

muß =x, or u = (x/¤)l/B_

¤BuB'1du = dx

or, du = dx/(aBuB'l)

ox, du = ax/(¤B(x/¤)B'1/3) 1.

Therefore, B
t

E[Ut] = {¤exp(—x). dx

aß (x/or)3*/3
B

= {°t1 x(1/B)'l.exp(-x).dx
oz I BB .• (consider 1/B=n)

Bat=—T%§—% x“’1.exp(-x).dx
u _g

=—T%§—{? xn'1.exp(-x).dx - ? §p°1exp(—x)dx]
cx 'ß ° ou;

=ü.[r(n)
-7)

xn'1.exp(·x) .dx]

on °B 0.tB
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OL •B
(1-H)/((1tB) 1-1*1+1 +

¤ °ß (1-n)/(¤1;B)1"¤+1 +

<1—¤>-<1—¤+1>/<¤tB>1‘“+2 - --->11
(24)

This equation is also an approximation of the series

(incomplete Gamma function approximation) and it is easier

to compute the expected value of the backward

recurrence-time using this equation.

3-1-1-2-The
forward recurrence-time is the time measured

from a time point t to the next renewal to occur after t.

Figure 3.2 depicts the forward recurrence-time, Vt, at a V

fixed time point t. Another name for the forward

recurrence-time is the residual life-time.

Cox (1962) develops a general equation for the

forward recurrence time. His equation is used here to

develop the equation for the forward recurrence-time of a

Weibull renewal process.

Consider the symbols used in Figure 3.3.

x = to — ti = backward recurrence time,

y = tf - to = forward recurrence time,



Vt Ä)

‘
t

Figure 3.2. Definition of Forward Recurrence—time, Vt.
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Figure 3.3. Backward and Forward Recurrence-times, x, y.
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f(y) = probability density function of Vto·
l

and,
to

f(y) = fl(to+y) + { M'(tO·x).f(x+y)dx. (25)

where f1(to+y) is said to be the probability of a first

failure at to+y given no failure before to.

Therefore:

f1(t¤+Y) =;1_[ §(tg+Y) " F(tQ) ]
dY 1 — F(:°)

A =l[ 1 · R(t¤+Y) ]
dy B(v:o)

= it 1 - 6xp(-(to+y)B+1=o‘}1 (26)
dv

f1(t°+y) = B.(t°+y)B'l.exp(·(to+y)B+toB)

(27)

It has already been found in the preceding section

that

w (t°-x) = B. (to-x)B'1.exp(-(to-x) B) .

&Z c(k+1).(t°—x)kB}

and for Weibull distribution, we know that

f(x+y) = B-(x+y)B'1-6xp(-(x+y)B) (28)
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Therefore:

f<y> = B-<¤„+y>B*1-exp<-<t„+y)B+¤.B> +
c
_g°B. (co-x) B*1.e.xp(-(co—x) B) .

{ E ¤(k+1) . (1;,,-x)1<B)B(x+y) B'1exp(-(x+y) B) ax
k=o ki

(29)

In order to simplify the above function, another form for

the summation is found. .

Of the terms in the integral, it is considered that

A = exp(—(to·x)B
ä

c(k+1).(t°-x)kB (30)
k!

and to simplify the analysis, the quantity (to-x) is

denoted by Z. The index on the sum is also altered to

yield the following equivalent expression: _

A = exp(·ZB). §=1c(s).(ZB) ($*1) (31)
(s—1)!

Next, it has been proved that

¤(S) =)1s (5*1-)·{§ j(*1)i+jb‘(i)/Y(i)) (32)
1:1 i-l j=1 J

Therefore:

= - B °° B s-1 B -A(Z
Z)(*1)1+]bj(i)/Y(i))

J=1
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A- -111 °° S -1 zB$-1.S"S‘A

1--1) 1zB>S'{g;g1;;E1-
S=l i=].ii'1and

it is noted that in Lomnicki's notation (1966),

¢xp<-zB><zB>S‘1/1s-1>1 = PS-11zB> 111)

and also,
oo S OO oo oo ¤¤

g Z = E Z = E Z

s=1 i=1 i=l s=i i=1 s-1=i-1 (34)

so,
ooooA=

Z ( Z (S·1)Pg-1(ZB)}{Z i(—1)l'°'Jbj(i)/Y(i))
i=1 s—1=i—1 i-1 j=1

= ? 1zB>i‘1 1 ä 11-1>i+jbj11>/111)}
i=1 j=1

A = 2 2 111-1>i+jbj<1>/111)11-1>1>•z<i'l>B S
i=l j=1

(35) .

Substituting A back into the integral will simplify the

analysis. Thus,

f1y> = B-(t„+y)B'l-¤xp(-(t¤+y)B+toB) +
c (i) (i·1) !)·
Q = =

Z(l’1)B.B.(x+y)B'1.exp(-(x+y)B).dx
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-
B.(to+y)B°1.exp(—(to+y)B+toB)+0

B.(x+y)B”l.exp(—(x+y)B).dx

{OBIEI
jäl {J(-l)1+jbj(i)/Y(i)(i—1)!}-

(to-x)iB—1.B.(x+y)B”l.exp(-(x+y)B).dx
(36)

[ Consider, (x+y)B
-

u

B.(x+y)B-1.dx
-

du

again consider, exp(-u)
-

k

_ x -
ul/B

- y

or, x -(—lnk)1/B - y
V

when x
-

O, u
-

yB, k — exp(—yB)

when x
-

to, u
-

(to+y)B, k -exp(-(to+y)B) ]

Substituting these new variables and limits into the

integral equation yields:

f(y)
-

B.(to+y)B”1.exp(—(to+y)B+toB) +

<}<>*")B1a Jil $1 {j(—l)i+Vbj(i)/)’(i)(i—l)!}-
VB (to-x)iB_l.exp(-u).du (37)

or f(y) - B.(to+y)B-1.exp(—(to+y)B+toB) -
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Thus, f(y)
-

B.(to+y)B°l.exp(—(tO+y)B+toB) -

Biäl jäl {J(—1)i+jbj(?)/Y(i)<i—1)!}·

(38)
The analytical solution for the above equation is

not possible but it can be computed numerically.

Another method to derive the probability density
° function of the Weibull forward recurrence—time is by

using Cinlar's (1975) general equation of the forward

recurrence-time probability distribution function. Let Vto

be the time from tO until the instant of next renewal in a
renewal process S. That is,

vto(w) - Sn+l(w) — to if Sn(w) <· to < S¤+l(w)
VI

+Infinity otherwise. (39)

Then,
c

Pr {vtO>z - F(to+z—s)]dmLs) (40)

Let [1 — F(tO+z—s)]
-

H(to+z-s), (41)

For a Weibull renewal process, let a- 1 for

simplification. Then,

H(to+z—s) = exp(-(to+z—s)B) (42)

(43)
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Thus,

Pr {Vto>z}
-

;°H(tO+z-s) dmlsl

t°
B B °° jB+B—1 .ds

j!

1-0 T- 0 ° (44)

This form of the probability also has no analytical

solution but can be evaluated numerically.

Therefore, both methods have resulted in numerical

solutions only. It_ is not possible to derive the

probability density function of the forward

recurrence—time into an analytical form.

The derivation of the Renewal Function for a Weibull

. renewal process does not help in determining the expected

values of backward and forward recurrence—times, and the

probability density functions of the recurrence-times into

analytical form. Therefore, it appears impractical to.

attempt to define the parameter estimates for the Weibull

life distribution using the renewal function approach when.

the performance of a device is represented by a set of

doubly censored field data. Other strategies, such as the

maximum—likelihood method and the moment estimator, are

considered to provide better strategies for estimating the

parameters of a Weibull life distribution in the case that

data is doubly censored.
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3-1-2-In

a life testing experiment, a number of items are

subjected to tests and the data consist of the recorded

lives of all or some of the items. Suppose the items are

under test with replacements and the failure time

distribution is weibull with parameters u and B. If n

items are subject to test and the test is terminated after

all the items have failed, the estimation equations

defined are for complete information or testing. In the

case of censored testing the experiment is terminated

either after r failures or after a specified test

termination time.

For a sample of size n, let t(1) <- t(2) <= t(3) —--—

---— <- t(r) denote the failure times arranged in
increasing order of magnitude. Then, the likelihood

function,

L ' fT(1) ---—T(r)‘L(1) ''’'L(r)’ "‘5’
can be expressed as,

L -5;%; ( 1]'if(ti. 6. B)1[1—F(tr)1“'” (46)
i¤l

where f(ti, Ä, B) is the probability density function,

F(tr) is the cumulative distribution function,

For Type I censoring, tt¤T, a specified test

termination time, and for Type II censoring tt-t(r),

the observed time of the rth failure at which time

testing is terminated.
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The logarithm of the likelihood function equation is:

ln L
-

ln K + ä ln f(ti,¤,B) + (n-r)ln R(tr) (47)
i-l

For the Weibull distribution,

£(ti,Ä,6) - ¤B.tiB'1.exp(-¤tiB) (48)
R(tr) ¤ exp(«¤trB) (49)

K Q(n—r)! (5 )

so,

ln L
-

ln K + rlnq + rlnB ln ti
-qi§1tiBi=l ·

‘
— (n—r)oztI_B (51)

and the maximum likelihood estimates are the solutions of
I ^ ^ r
iält Bln t + (n-r)t Blnt 1 1 g ln ti (52)’

?i=1
· E

tig
+ (n-r)t B B

i=1
I.

and,

^
.„‘

(Cohen, 1965)
G

§ t
g

+ (n-r)t Ä · (53)1=1 i r
The results for the complete sample can be obtained

by setting r-n. The above equations may be solved by an

iterative method.

It is frequently considered worthwhile to verify the

attainment of anticipated reliability using field data.

This can lead to difficulties in that the need for

adequate sample sizes may impose a need to consider

equipment for which the full operating history is not

known. In this case, the existing estimation methods break
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The most typical realization of this situation is

the one in which a cohort of equipment is observed over a

fixed time interval. During that time interval, some

L failures occur and some of the devices do not experience

failures. The result is a data set that displays

conventional Type II right censoring. However, it, also

occurs that the age of the cohort is not known at the

start of the interval so the data is left and right or

doubly censored.

An important consideration in the use of field data

such as that described above is that it is not a set of
observations from a distribution but rather represents the

operation of a renewal process (Cox, 1962). Consequently,

the data must be interpretted carefully and the estimation

procedure must reflect the distinction between a

distribution and a renewal process. In the case of life

distribution parameter Hestimation, an additional

difficulty is the fact that the renewal function for the

Weibull distribution has not been constructed in closed
form because the moment generating function does not

exist (Nachlas and Kumar, 1988).

Assuming that a cohort of devices is observed and

that the data obtained represents a stable renewal process

corresponding to a constant device design, there are only

three types of sample paths that can occur. These are
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illustrated in Figure 3.4. In the first type of path a

device of unknown age is functioning at the start of the

observation interval and fails during the interval. It is

replaced by another copy of the device which also fails

during the interval thus providing a complete life length

reading to the data set. The failed device is again

replaced and the same experience may occur or else the new

device may survive beyond the end of the interval. In this

latter case, the contribution to the data set is a right

censored life length reading.

The second type of sample path is the same as the

first except that the first replacement device survives

the interval so that no complete life length readings are _

obtained. The result is one left censored and one right

censored data reading. The third path occurs when the

device that is functioning at the start of the observation

interval does not fail during the interval so that the
‘ data reading obtained is both left and right censored.

It can be observed that in the first two types of

sample paths, the left censored data readings are

stochastically equivalent. They are denoted here as the

sum of x1, the censored time, and zlrir the observed

operating time. A similar equivalence occurs between the

right censored time in the first two types of sample

path. These are denoted as z3,1+y1 where y1 is the

censored time and z3,i is the observed operating time. The



*1
‘l,i

*2,1 ‘3,i Yi

*1 *1,1 *:1,1 Yi

*1 *4,1 Yi

*0 tf

Figure 3.4. Types of Sample Pachs.
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indexing is defined so that there are "s" sample paths of

the first and second types. It is also assumed that there

are
”r”

complete life length readings within the type one

sample paths. The complete life lengths are denoted by

22,1. The same notational convention leads to the

designation of the data readings for the third type of

" sample path as x1+24'1+y1. Öf course, the z4,i are all

equal to the length of the observation interval. Assume

that there are n—s_ paths of the third type so that the

total number of sample paths observed is n.

Using the above notation, mmaximum likelihood

estimation equations can be defined. The equations are

defined for complete information and for right censoring

as well as for double censoring. This will provide a

convenient format for comparing the performance of the

estimators based upon doubly censored data.

The general form of the likelihood function in terms

of the notation defined is:

s r s
L=[ H f(x1+z1,1)][ H

1'[i=li=l i=l
n

[ H f(x1+z4’1+y1)] (54)

i=n—s+l

The focus of this research is the two-parameter Weibull

distribution. A general form for the Weibull distribution
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is:
”

F(t) = 1 - ¤><p<-<¤=B) (55)

and the realization of equation (54) for this function is:
s

L(¤)B) = [ 11 ¤¤B(xi+zi,i)B"1¤xp(-¤(xi+zi,i)B)1-
· i=l

z
[ H
GBi=l

s
[ 11 ¤¤B(z3,i+yi)B'1¤xp(-Gtzg,iwi)B)1-
i=l

I1

Taking the logarithm of the likelihood function and

constructing the partial derivatives with respect to G and

B yields the familiar estimation equations:

-
S B

SS
B S . Ba - (n+r+s)/[ E z2'i + E (x1+z1’1) + E (z3’1+y1)

i=l i=l i=l
I1

+ Z (57)

i=n-s+l

and:
r B s Q B[ g 22,1lni=l

i=l
S B

Zi=l
I1

z <=<i+=4, iwi) Bl¤<><i+=4, 1+Yi) 1/
i=n-s+1
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r B s B S
[ Z z2,i + Z (xi+z1,i) + Z (Z3,i+Yi)B +

i=l i=l i=l
Il B I
2 (>¢5,+Z4,i+Y1) 1 · (1/B) = [ 2 ln z2,i +

i=n—s+1 i=1
S S H
g ln(xi+z1'i) + E ln(z3’i+yi) + E ln(xi+z4’i+yi)]/

i=l i=l i=n-s+1

[n+r+s]. (58)

The calculation of the parameter estimates involves

searching for the value of B that satisfies equation (58)

and then using equation (57) to compute a.

The modifications to the complete data equations for

right censoring are well known. For the notation defined

here, the likelihood function is:
r s

L 11 f(z2,i1-[11 R(z3,1)1-
i=l i=l i=l

H
[ n R(*i+Z4,i)] (59)
i=n-s+1

which leads to the revised estimation equations:

I S S

¤ = [r+s1/[ 2 Z2,1B + 2 (x1+Z1,1)B + 2 =a,iB +
i=l i=l i=l

“
B

E (xi+z4’i) ] (60)

i=n-s+1

and:
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r s .
[ Z 22,1Bln zzii +

Zi=li=l
s B u B r BZ z3’i ln 5 z2’i

i=l i=n—s+l i=l
s s u
EEi=l

i=l i=n-$+1
r s s

= [ 2 ln 22,1 + .2 Z ln 23,1 +
i=l i=l _ i=l

n
E (61)

i=n-s+1

Equations (60) and (61) clearly contain less information

than is included in equations (57) and (58). As a result

it_ is generally expected that the estimates derived from

right censored data will be less accurate than those from

complete data. This is examined in Chapter IV.

The corresponding equations for the case of doubly

censored data sets should be expected to contain

correspondingly less information than do the equations for

complete or singly censored data. When the values of x1

are known, the general likelihood function can be defined

as:
u s

L =[ H

i=1
S Y

[ H f(x1+21'1|x1].[ H f(z2’1)] (62)

i=l i=l
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Now, for Weibull distribution:
'

F(xi+z4'i|xi) = F(xi+z4’i) - F(xi)
1 ' F(xi)

l

=R(xi)

or, F(xi+z4'i|xi) = 1 - R(xj_+z4’i)/R(xi)

= 1 - exp(-a(xi+z4’i)B+axiB) (63)

and, f(xi+z4,i|xi) =<xB(xj_+z4i)B'1exp(-G(xi+z4'j_)B+¤xiB)

(64)

R(xi+z4,i|Xi) = &xp(·a(xi+z4’i)B+dxiB) (65)

Substituting the values of the R and f functions

corresponding to a Weibull distribution into likelihood

function yields:

“
B BL = { rx exp(-¤(x1+z4,i) +¤¤><i )}•

i=n·s+1
s

{ n ¢xp(—¤(Z3,i)B)}·
i=1

s
{ H B(xi+z1'i)B°lexp(-¤(xi+z1i)B+¤xiB)).

i=1
r B—1 B( H ¤BZ3,j_ ¢XP("°‘Zz,j_ }

i=1 (66)
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Taking the logarithm on both sides yields

n s
ln L - -a 2 (xi+z4

i)B +<xZ xiB - a Z (23 i)B
i-n-s+1 i·n-s+1 i¤1

+ slna + slnß
s s B+ (B—1) Z ln (xi+zl i) — u Z (xi+zl i)

1-1 1-1
S B+ MX xi +rln¤¢+rlnB
i¤l

r r B+ (B—1) Z ln(22 i) - a Z
22,1

1-1 1-1 (67)
or,

S Bln L -<1Z xi + (s+r) ln<¤ + (s+r) ln B
1-1

s u‘°‘Z za1B'°‘z (*1**4
UB

i-1 i-n-s+1
s B S

— a Z Zln1-1

1-1

r r B+ (B-1) Z ln 22 i -¤Z 22 1i¤1 i·1 (68)

Now, the above equation is differentiated with

respect to a, and then with respect to B, and equated to

zero for maximization. Thus,
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H B S B
_

Bän L = E xi + (s+r)/a -•z zali -
i=l 1=1

Il S I

2 <>¢i+Z4,i>ß · 2 <><i+Z1,i>ß · 2 Zaiß = 0
i=!‘1·S+1 i=l i=l ( 69 )

A S B
“

Bq = (s+r)/[ Z zgii + g (xi+z4,i)

i=l i=n-s+1
S T Il_ 2 <>=i+Z1,i>ß + 2 Za,iß · 2 xißl

i=l i=l i=l (70)

and,

H s
Bln L =c2Z xißln xi + (s+r)/B —aZ z3'iBln zgli
aß i=l i=l

- Ü E (xi+z4'i) ln (Xi+z4’i)

i=n-s+l
S B

· q E (xi+zi,i) ln (xi+zi'i)

i=l
S I'

+ g ln(xi+zi’i) + Z ln Zzli
i=l i=l
r

- B 2 Za,iß 1¤ Z2,i
i=l (71)

or,
S 1°

0 = 1/B + {1/(s+I)}.[ E ln(Xi+zl,i) + Z ln zzli]

i=l i=l
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S

-< 2 23,1B l¤ Zz,1
i=1

Il
+ E (xi+z4'i)Bln(xi+z4,i)

i=n-s+l

+ S (x·+z )Bln x-+z ·2 1 1,i ( 1 1,1)
i=1

I' B I1 B+ gzzli ln z2’i - g xi ln xi}/

i=1 i=1

s n{ 2 Zs,iB+ 2 (Xi+Z4,i)B
i=1 i=n-s+1

S T I1
+ 2 (xi+zl,i)B + 2 z2,iB

‘
2 HB}

i=1 i=1 i=1 (72)

Equation (72) is the realization of equation (61)

under the notation defined above. The above equations are

incorporated into a computer program and the values of q

and B are determined by an iterative procedure.

Since the left censoring time xi is selected

randomly for the field data, the individual values of xi

are unknown. This makes our problem more difficult. When

the values of the xi are not known, the density function

terms in the maximum likelihood equations must be

modified. There are several promising strategies for doing

this. The approach taken here is described as follows:

1. Let L be likelihood function which represents an

inaccurate realization of L.
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2. The likelihood function of equation (59) is

assumed to apply but to be inaccurate.

3. An arbitrary set of values is used in place of

the various xi and these are taken to be the

source of the error in L.

4. In the partial derivative equations for L, a

correction term is applied.

5. The adjusted equations are used to compute the

parameter estimates.

To simplify the algebra, let:

Ti = xi + zili V
‘ i=1,s

= xi + z4’i i=s+l,n

and let Ti represent the value of Ti that is used in the

likelihood equation. That is, assume that Ti is the

correct value that would be used if the xi were known and

let the Ti be the values that are actually included in the

computations. The result is that the likelihood function

that is computed, L, is also an inaccurate realization of

L. Further, assume that the correct and inaccurate values

of the failure times are related by:

Hi = 6iTi (73)
Then the likelihood function can be stated as:

H

A S ^ I S I1 ^

L == [ H f(T1)][ H f(Zg,1)][ H R(¤3,i)][ H R('1’i)]
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=s+1 (74)

and substituting the relation in equation (73) yields:
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ln L = ln L + (B·1) E
lnöi -c1§ (6iB-1)TiB.

i=l i=l (75)

Next, taking partial derivatives of the logarithm of the

likelihood function yieldsz

g1¤
L/8¤i=l (76)

and: A S 6
“

B BBln L/BB = Bln L/BB + E ln i
—

G Z (5i ·l)Ti ln Ti

i=l i=l
Il

- cx Z 5iBTiB ln Bi

i=l (77)

Denote the non-differential terms in equations (76) and

(77) as Ka , and KB, respectively. Then, the revised

estimation equations are:

Bln L/Bu = Bln L/Ba - Ka (78)

Bln L/B = Bln L/BB - KB. (79)

The simultaneous solution of these equations yields the

estimation equations:
s

G = (r+s)/[ é z2,iB + ä TiB + Z z3'iB
· Ku]

i=l i=l i=l (80)

and:
r rl S

· [ Z z2’iBln z2’i + E TiBln Ti + Z z3,iBlnz3'i -
i=1 i=l i=l

S r B S B n B(KB· Z1¤ö1)/cx] / [Z Zg,i + ZZ3,i + 2Ti ·1$,]
i=l i=1 i=l i=l
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- (1/B) = [ Z ln zzii + Z ln Ti + zjln ‘ä]/(r+s).

i=l i=l i=1 (81)

The remaining issue is how the arbitrary values of the xi

should be selected. An associated question is how the Gi

should be determined. There are actually very many

strategies that could be used for choosing these

quantities. The approach taken here is to select values of

xi at random from a uniform distribution over a multiple

of the observed complete life lengths, z2’i. The largest

of the zzli is assumed to correspond to F(t) =

(r-.3)/(n+r+.4) so the range of the randomly selected xi

is taken to be z2’r(n+.4)/(r—.3). Then it is assumed that

this imposes an error of öi where:

öi=1+6i _ (82)

where Ei is a normally distributed random quantity with a

mean of zero and a standard deviation of .3. The resulting

Ei are used to construct the Si and the Öi are used to set

the values of the Ti in equations (80) and (81). The

parameter estimates can then be computed.

The defined approach to estimating the parameters of

a Weibull life distribution in the case that data is

doubly censored is highly heuristic and is not claimed to

possess any desirable statistical properties. Instead, a

simulation experiment is used to explore the apparant

performance of the method. The equations that represent

the estimates in terms of errors is considered a
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worthwhile approach to the estimation problem. It is

likely that more effective strategies for selecting the xi

and Gi can be defined. In addition, if any method can be

shown to display a consistent bias, an additional set of

· correction factors can be created to compensate for this.

The above estimation methods are implemented using

simulated data as are a set of estimators based on the

method of moments that are constructed next.

3-1-3-The
method of moments provides a promising

alternative to the likelihood approach. It is generally

easier to use but has only been applied previously to

complete data sets. Since the Weibull life distribution

has two parameters that are to be estimated, two moment

equations are required to construct the estimates. The

obvious approach in this case is to use the mean and

variance of the distribution in concert with the

corresponding sample measures to obtain the parameterestimates.
It happens that it is actually more convenient to

use the mean and coefficient of variation. The coefficient

of variation is the ratio of the standard deviation to the
l

mean. For the Weibull distribution, the mean and variance

are given by:

„=
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ana, ,2 -

Consequently, the coefficient of variation is:

¢ = [{F(1+2/B)/p2(1+1/B)) - 1]1/2 (83)

When complete data sets are available, the use of the

method of moments involves the direct application of

equation (83). The mean and standard deviation of the

observed life lengths are computed. For the above defined

notation, these are:

_ 6 r 6
t = I Z <x1+=1,1> + Z Z2,1 + ¤<=a,1+Y1> +

i=1 i=1 i=1
I1

+ X (xi+z4,i+yij/(n+r+s)

and:

S _ I _ S _

s = [(i=1

i=1 i=1“ ° 2+ E (xi+z4’i+yi—t)2}/(n+r+s—1}]1/

i=1'i•S+1 (85)

so:

4, = S/E (86)

and the parameter estimate for B is the solution to:

- [(1‘(l+2/B)/I‘(1+1/B)} - 1]1/2 = O (87)

and the estimate for a is:

om = {I'(1+1/B)/E-)B (88)

A pertinent point here is the fact that equation (87) can
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be solved efficiently using a well known approximation for

the gamma functions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965).

A significant issue in the use of the method of

moments is the fact that the sample statistics for

censored data sets are not obvious. Noting the fact that

yi is a forward recurrence time, the approach taken here

is to replace the yi in equation (84) by the expected

value of the forward recurrence time. Even for the Weibull

distribution, this quantity can be determined as Cox

(1962) proves that in general it is equal to:

¤:y11 = ((,12+1,2)/11)/2 (89)

In the case of the Weibull, this becomes:

BH1] = (I‘(1+2/B)/Zul/B1"(1+1/B)} (90)

By replacing yi with E[yi] in equation (84), the estimates

' can be constructed for the right censored case. However,

equation (87) will include both parameters.

To resolve this problem, note that the defined

realizations of equations (84) and (85) are:

_ k
1: ={ Z Ti + Il E[yi]}/k

i=1 (91)

and: k k ~ k
6 = re Z T12 - < Z Ti)2/k + 2E[Yj_]{ >¤ Ti —

i=l
k

_ i=1 i=s+r+1

(¤/k) Z T1) + E2[Y1](1—(¤/k))}/(k—1}]1/2
i=]. (92)
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so that:
1

g* T12 + ZEIY1]
l;T1

+ ¤ E2[Y1]}/(k'l)·
i=1

1
i=s+r+1

k k
<< Z Ti>2+2¤E:yi1 Z Ti + ¤2E2ryi11-{k/<k—1>}11/2

In the above expressions, the notation has been simplified

by using:

xi+zi)i, i=1,s

Ti = Zzli i=s+1,s+r

z3'i i=s+r+1,2s+r

1:1+24 I i i=2s+r+1,k

where k=n+r+s. By substituting equation (90) into equation

(91) and solving for E[yi]:

» E[yi] = [F(1+2/B) E Ti]/[2kp2(1+l/B) - nI(1+2/B)]

1*1 (94)
and using this expression in equation (93) permits the

computation of an estimate for B. Then the estimate for

G is defined by equation (88).

For the case of doubly censored data, the same

approach yields very similar expressions that can be used

to obtain parameter estimates. In this analysis, the

expected value of the backward recurrence time, E[xi], is
1

used in place of the xi as was done with the yi for the

right censored case. Note that Cox (1962) shows that E[xi]

is equal to E[yi]. By redefining the Ti as:
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21,1, i=1,s

T1 = 22,1 i=s+l,s+r

z3’i i=s+r+1,2s+r

24,1 i=2s+r+1,k

the equations for F and ¢ are:

k
F = { Z Ti + 2n E[y1]}/k

1*1 (95)

® = {k2[ E T12 + 2E[y1]( Z T1
+2ä IT1

+ 2 T1)

i-1 i=1 i=s+r+1 i=2s+r+l

2 k 2 k+3¤ E tyill/[( 2Ti) + 4¤E[yi1 z Ti +
· i=1

1
i=1

4¤2E2ryi11 - [k/(k·1)]}1/2 (96)

and the associated expression for E[y1] is:

k
E[y1] = {F(1+2/B) Z Ti}/{2kI2(1+1/B) — 2nIX1+2/B)}.

Once again, the estimate for B is the solution to equation

(87) with g defined by equation (96) and the corresponding

estimate for a is given by equation (88).

The above equations define strategies for obtaining

parameter estimates for the Weibull life distribution when
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the performance of a device is represented by a set of

doubly censored field data. In addition, an approach to

using the method of moments for right censored data is

constructed. Taken together, the six sets of equations

provide the ingredients for a comparison of the methods

and for examining the effect of field data censoring on

the accuracy of parameter estimates.



4. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

There are six sets of estimation equations defined

in section 3.2 and they are listed as follows:

Method of Moments

-— complete data

-- right censoring

-- double censoring

Maximum—Likelihood
A

-- complete data

—- right censoring

—— double censoring

These methods are applied to several sets of

simulated failure data. For each data set, all six
A

estimates are computed. The simulation trials are

undertaken for two values of n, the number of observed
A

sample paths, and for several sets of assumed underlying

parameter values. The values of n are 40, and 75 while the

assumed values of B are 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.66, and 2.00.

In each case two different values of the mean for the life

distribution of 16000, and 20000 hours are assumed. Then

for each assumed value of B, the corresponding value of G

is computed and used to drive the random problem

generator. For each combination of assumed parameter

values and number of sample paths, 20 simulated data sets

are generated. In every case the observation window is

56
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assumed to be from 10000 to 14000 hours. The results

obtained are summmarized in Table 4.1 through Table 4.10.

The entries of the table are the arithmetic averages

of the estimates for B and d obtained over the randomly

created data sets. The first set of entries corresponds to

the case in which n-75 sample paths. The second set

corresponds to n·40 sample paths.

All of the estimation methods perform rather poorly.

In general, increasing the number of sample paths provides

only small improvements, if any. More interesting is the

fact that the maximum likelihood estimates based upon

doubly censored data sets are not worse than those

obtained using either complete or right censored data

sets. This is unexpected. The same is not true for the

method of moments estimates which degrade as the data sets
A

are increasingly censored. In view of the fact that

maximum likelihood estimates are generally more accurate

than moment-based estimates, the results suggest that

further study is warranted.

As the value of mean for the life distribution is

increased from 16,000 to 20,000 hours, the estimates

deteriorate for censored data sets. This indicates that

the observation interval or window location does have an

effect on the estimates. If the observation interval is

located very close to the expected life length. of the

device, the life distribution parameters can be estimated



Table 4.1.

Tm
-

20,000 hours

B - 0.75

I I I I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N - 75 | N · 40 |

I?l_I.—_._I..__iI
I I

”
I I

|method of momeuts | | |
| complete data | 0.9841422 | 1.0187280 |
| right censorihg | 2.9447682 | 2.5058436 |
| double cehsorihg | 2.8491797 | 2.7413173 |

I I I I
|max1m¤m likelihood | | |
| complete data | 1.0849811 | 1.0898476 |

| right cehsorihg | 1.2668771 | 1.3978946 |

| double censorihg | 1.0184412 | 1.4907438 |
Iii____I__;iI.I
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Table 4.2.

Tm
-

20,000 hours

B = 1.00

‘ I I I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N - 75 | N - 40 |

I_l_.__I—il.Ii.;I
I I _ I I ~
|method of moments | | |
| complete data | 1.3396172 | 1.3078545 |

| right censering | 3.6050939 | 2.2979016 |
| double censorihg | 3.7547409 | 3.4797595 |

I I I I
Imaximum likelihood | | |
| complete data | 1.4389002 | 1.5013184 |

| right censoring | 2.1354561 | 2.5204850 |

| double censoring | 1.5454468 | 1.4293840 |

I.—...__lI_t.__I_iI

S9 l
W



Table 4.3.

Tm - 20,000 hours

6 - 1.25

I I I I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N

-
75 | N

-
40 |

I_._l__I_I—_l|
I I _ I I‘
|method of moments | | |
| complete data | 1.6577720 | 1.6265473 |
| right censoring | 3.9029604 | 3.6829104 |
| double censorihg | 3.9614258 | 3.6666583 |

I I I I
|maximum likelihood | | |
| complete data | 1.7670275 | 1.7512907 |

| right censoring | 2.8538437 | 3.2035644 |
| double censoring | 1.5366547 | 1.2050730 |

I..i....l_I__...._I..___._I

60



Table 4.4.

Tm - 20,000 hours

B - 1.66

I I I I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N

-
75 | N - 40 |

I.l____I.I.._I
I I

0
I I

|method of moments | | |
| complete data | 2.1451143 | 2.1256827 |
I right censoring | 4.3239503 | 4.1097658 |
| double cehsoring | 4.1699341 | 3.9097340 |

I I I I
|maximum likelihood | I |
| complete data | 2.2405700 | 2.3000575 |
| right cehsorihg | 4.0918852 | 4.4801991 |

| double cehsoring | 1.3681631 | 1.4611520 |

I.l..._iI._..__I__I
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Table 4.5.

Tm
-

20,000 hours

6 - 2.00

I | | I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N - 75 | N - 40 |
I_...i._.__I_I_—___l
I I

‘
I I

[method of momehts | [ [
| complete data | 2.5026248 | 2.4385590 · |

[ right cehsoring | 4.5055909 | 4.1497268 |

| double cchsorihg | 4.2833000 | 3.8995160 |

I I I I
[maximum likelihood | | |
| complete data | 2.6084869 | 2.6595920 |
| right cehsorihg | 4.1842193 | 4.2767610 |

| double cehsorihg | 1.3775525 | 1.3989040 |

I—.._._._I$_„I___.iI
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Table 4.6.

Tm - 16,000 hours

6 - 0.75

¤ I I I
I I B I B I
I Apprcach I N - 75 I N

-
40 I

I I ' I I
Imethod of moments· I I I
I complete data I 1.0445932 I 1.0863322 I
I right censoring I 2.6256793 I 2.5821553 I
I double censoring I 2.5804755 I 2.5281048 I -

I I I I
Imaximum likelihood I I I
I complete data I 1.1133017 I 1.1461618 I
I right cehsorihg I 1.2016194 I 1.2392211 I

I double censorihg I 1.0898981 I 1.5671184 I
I..___.._I.._._lI.t_lI
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Table 4.7.

Tm
-

16,000 hours

6 - 1.00

I I I I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N · 75 | N - 40 |

I I I I
|method of moments | | |

| complete data | 1.4015658 | 1.3580447 |

| right censoring | 3.2386755 | 3.0711876 |

| double censoring | 3.3367824 | 3.0428660 |

I I I I
|maximum likelihood | | |
| complete data | 1.4922831 | 1.4588583 |

| right censoring | 2.1933797 | 2.1864664 |

| double censoring | 1.5027585 | 1.4288399 |

I._.l._tI..__„I_„i__I
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Table 4.8.

Tm - 16,000 hours

6 - 1.25

I I I I
I I B I B I
[ Approach | N = 75 [ N

·
40 [

Il_l..._I.__%.I.__iI
I I I I
[method of moments [ [ [

[ complete data [ 1.6718552 [ 1.6445022 [

[ right cehsorihg [ 3.5480042 [ 3.2451804 |

[ double censorihg | 3.4832940 [ 3.3538060 [

I I I I
[maximum likelihood [ [ [
| complete data | 1.7528604 | 1.7481540 |”
| right censoring | 2.8132585 | 2.5469394 |
[ double cehsoriug [ 1.3278389 [ 1.5886655 [

I—„.........I...._„.I.......__I
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Table 4.9.

Tm
-

16,000 hours

B ¤ 1.55

I 4 I I I
I I B I B I
| Approach | N

-
75 | N · 40 |

I I I I
|method of moments | ~

| |
| complete data | 2.1837130 | 2.1183033 |

| right cehsorihg | 3.9531008 | 3.7265042 |

| double censoring | 3.7570803 | 3.4794727 |

I I I I
|max1m¤m 11x611h666 | | |
| complete data | 2.2673905 | 2.2577185 |

| right cehsoring | 3.9400453 | 3.8859414 |

| double censoring | 1.2728726 | 1.5107028 |

I;_l._I_..._.iI__.I
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Table 4.10.

Tm - 16,000 hours

6 = 2.00

I I I II I B I B I
| Approach | N • 75 | N - 40 |

I I
0

I I”
|method of moments | | |
| complete data | 2.4350010 | 2.4140940 |
| right censoring | 3.9361593 | 3.8668220 |

| double censering | 3.5882475 | 3.6335270 |

I I I I
|maximum likelihood | | |
| complete data | 2.5192751 | 2.5935200 |

| right censorihg | 4.0928522 | 4.0347820 |

| double censoring | 1.3828031 | 1.2309750 |

I.__i.._I..T.l.IliI
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more accurately using the doubly censored field data.

The results were first obtained using a personal

computer with its internal random number generator routine

(Linear Congruential Generator, IBM). Then the observed

results were confirmed using a mainframe based random

number generator (Linear Congruential Generator, IMSL).

There are no significant variations in the results. The

accuracy of the estimates do not improve or deteriorate

when a mainframe based random number generator is used.



5 . CONCLUSIONS

A reliability model and computer program have been

developed to facilitate life distribution parameter and

reliability estimation from doubly censored field data.

The available data set is obtained from field performance

and is consequently censored on both the left and the

right.

Estimation equations have been defined for both

maximum likelihood and moment based estimates. Each method

obtains estimates using complete, right censored, and

doubly censored data sets. .

All of the estimation methods performed rather

poorly. In general, increasing the number of sample paths

provided only small improvements if any. More interesting

is the fact that the maximum likelihood estimates based

upon doubly censored data sets were not worse than those

obtained using either complete or right censored data

sets. The same is not true for the method of moments

estimates which deteriorate as the data sets are

increasingly censored.

The estimates deteriorate for censored data sets

with increasing value of the mean for life distribution

and a fixed observation interval. It is also concluded

that an observation interval which extends very close to

the expected life length of the device will improve the

69
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accuracy of parameter estimates.

The maximum likelihood estimates are generally more

accurate than moment based estimates. The width of the

observation interval has virtually no influence on the

estimates. The results obtained do not vary significantly.

The results were obtained using a personal computer

with its internal random number generation routine and

also using a mainframe based random number generator.

Both the random number generators produced similar values

of estimates. The results did not vary significantly.

The development of moment based estimation equations

for censored data is new. Also, the strategy suggested for

treating double censoring in maximum likelihood estimation

has not been defined previously. The problem addressed is

one of considerable interest. The methods suggested here

for treating the problem lead to an effective approach to

obtaining accurate estimates using highly censored field ·

data.

The selection rules used to set the unknown backward

recurrence times may not have been the best ones

available. Other rules should be tested in future trials.

The methods suggested here for treating the problem

should be examined further. They may prove to be better

than they appear or they may lead to an effective approach

to obtaining accurate estimates using highly censored
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field data. In view of the fact that maximum likelihood

estimates are generally more accurate than moment based

estimates, the results suggest that further study is

warranted.
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10 DIM BES(7,25),ALES(7,25),ACUM(7)
20 DIM X(2,200),Z(2,200),WT(200),WRK(200),WY(200),WZ(200)
25 OPEN "a:ppr9.dat” FOR OUTPUT AS 1
30 ALPHA¤l.96E—09
40 BETA¤2!
50 N¤75
60 TM•2000O
70 T0¤10000
80 TF-14000
90 KLIM-200
92 FOR I¤1 TO 7
93 ACUM(I)¤0
94 NEXT
100 FOR ITER•1 TO 20
110 FOR I¤l TO KLIM
120 X(1,I)~0
130 X(2,I)¤0
140 Z(1,I)-0
150 Z(2,I)¤0
160 WT(I)•0 „
170 NEXT
200 GOSUB 9000
210 FOR I¤1 TO KLIM
220 WRK(I)-0
230 NEXT
240 FOR I=1 TO N—KOUNT1
250 WRK(I)¤X(1,I)+Z(l,I)
260 WRK(N—KOUNT1+I)¤X(2,I)+Z(2,I)
270 NEXT
280 K=2*(N—KOUNT1)
290 FOR I=1 TO KOUNT1
300 WRK(K+I)¤TF—T0+X(1,I)+X(2,I)
310 NEXT
320 K¤K+KOUNT1
330 FOR I¤l TO KOUNT2
340 WRK(K+I)=WT(I)
350 NEXT
360 K=K+KOUNT2
370 EPS•.001
400 PRINT ”iteration:";ITER
401 LPRINT ”iteration:”;ITER
410 PRINT
411 LPRINT

q 420 GOSUB 5000
430 PRINT ”parameter check"
431 LPRINT ”parameter check"
440 PRINT

”
beta•";Q1,”a1pha-";Q2

441 LPRINT
”

beta-";Q1,"alpha¤”;Q2
450 PRINT
451 LPRINT
460 BES(1,ITER)¤Q1
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470 ALES(1,ITER)=Q2
480 ACUM(1)-ACUM(1)+Q1
490 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2
500 PRINT "method of moments”
501 LPRINT "method of momehts"
510 PRINT " complete data"
511 LPRINT " complete data"

· 520 GOSUB 3000
~ 530 PRINT

”
";”beta¤";Q1,"alpha=”;Q2

531 LPRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
550 BES(2,ITER)¤Q1
560 ALES(2,ITER)¤Q2
580 ACUM(2)=ACUM(2)+Ql
590 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2 .
600 PRINT " right censorihg"
601 LPRINT " right cehsoring"
610 GOSUB 2000
620 PRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
621 LPRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
650 BES(3,ITER)¤Q1 7
660 ALES(3,ITER)¤Q2
680 ACUM(3)•ACUM(3)+Ql
690 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2
700 PRINT " double cehsorihg" ~
701 LPRINT " double censoring"
710 GOSUB 6000
720 PRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha·";Q2
721 LPRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
750 BES(4,ITER)¤Ql
760 ALES(4,ITER)¤Q2
780 ACUM(4)¤ACUM(4)+Q1
790 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2
800 PRINT "maximum likelihood method"
801 LPRINT "maximum likelihood method"
810 PRINT " complete data"
811 LPRINT " complete data"
820 GOSUB 4000
830 PRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha=";Q2
831 LPRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
850 BES(5,ITER)¤Q1
860 ALES(5,ITER)-Q2
880 ACUM(5)¤ACUM(5)+Q1
890 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2
900 PRINT " right ce¤soring"
901 LPRINT " right cehsoring"
910 GOSUB 7000
920 PRINT " ";"beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
921 LPRINT

”
";"beta-";Q1,"a1pha-";Q2

950 BES(6,ITER)¤Ql
960 ALES(6,ITER)¤Q2
980 ACUM(6)¤ACUM(6)+Q1
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990 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2
1000 PRINT

”
double cehsoring”

1001 LPRINT
”

double censori¤g"
1010 GOSUB 8000
1020 PRINT

”
“;”beta·";Q1,”a1pha-";Q2

1021 LPRINT
”

";”beta-";Q1,"alpha-";Q2
1030 PRINT
1031 LPRINT
1050 BES(7,ITER)=Q1
1060 ALES(7,ITER)=Q2
1080 ACUM(7)-ACUM(7)+Q1
1090 PRINT #1, Q1,Q2
1100 NEXT
1110 PRINT
1111 LPRINT
1120 PRINT
1121 LPRINT
1130 PRINT ”averages of the estimates"
1131 LPRINT ”averages of the estimates”
1140 PRINT ·
1141 LPRINT
1150 FOR I-1 TO 7
1160 ACUM(I)•ACUM(I)/20
1170 PRINT #1,ACUM(I)
1180 PRINT "i¤";I,”avg beta¤";ACUM(I)
1181 LPRINT ”i¤”;I,"avg beta¤";ACUM(I)
1190 NEXT
1200 FOR I¤1 TO 60
1210 LPRINT
1220 NEXT
1230 CLOSE 1
1240 END
2000 JK-N-KOUNT1
2010 FOR I¤1 TO JK
2020 WZ(I)¤X(1,I)+Z(1,I)
2030 WZ(JK+I)¤Z(2,I)
2040 NEXT
2050 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT2
2060 WZ(2*JK+I)-WT(I)
2070 NEXT
2080 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT1
2090 WZ(2*JK+KOUNT2+I)=X(1,JK+I)+TF—T0
2100 NEXT
2110 A1--.57486
2120 A2-.95124 ·
2130 A3--.69986
2140 A4¤.424552150 A5--.10107 ·
2160 L¤2*N-KOUNT1+KOUNT2
2170 SUMl•O
2180 FOR I¤l TO L
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2190 SUM1-SUM1+WZ(I)
2200 NEXT
2210 01-.15
2220 Y-01
2230 GOSUB 2500
2240 F1-GAM
2250 02-4.8
2260 Y-02
2270 GOSUB 2500
2280 F2¤GAM
2290 Y¤(Q1+Q2)/2
2300 GOSUB 2500
2310 IF(GAM<0)GOTO 2360
2320 Q2-Y
2330 F2¤GAM
2340 IF(F2—F1<EPS)GOTO 2390
2350 GOTO 2290
2360 01-Y2370 Fl-GAM _
2380 IF(F2—F1>EPS)GOTO 2290 ·
2390 Q1¤(Q1+Q2)/2
2400 Q2¤((F3^.5)*L/(SUMl+N*TI))^Q1
2410 RETURN
2500 Q3¤1/Y
2510 Q4-2/Y
2520 JJ¤INT(Q3)
2530 JK-INT(Q4)
2540 F3-1
2550 IF(JJ<l)GOTO 2600
2560 FOR I•1 TO JJ
2570 F3¤F3*(Q3+1-I)
2580 NEXT
2590 Q3-Q3—JJ
2600 F3-F3*(1+A1*Q3+A2*(Q3^2)+A3*(Q3^3)+A4*(Q3^4)+A5*(Q3^5))
2610 F3¤F3^2
2620 F4-1
2630 IF(JK<1)GOTO 2680
2640 FOR I-1 TO JK
2650 F4-F4*(Q4+1—I)
2660 NEXT
2670 Q4¤Q4—JK
2680 F4¤F4*(l+Al*Q4+A2*(Q4^2)+A3*(Q4^3)+A4*(Q4^4)+A5*(Q4^5))
2690 TI•(F4*SUMl)/(2*L*F3—N*F4)
2700 SUM2-0
2710 FOR I¤1 TO L
2720 SUM2¤SUM2+(WZ(I)^2)
2730 NEXT
2740 JJ-L—KOUNTl
2750 Q3-0

‘

2760 FOR I~1 TO KOUNTl
2770 Q3-Q3+WZ(JJ+I)
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2780 NEXT
2790 JK·N-KOUNT1
2800 FOR I•1 TO JK
2810 Q3-Q3+WZ(JK+I)
2820 NEXT
2830 Q4¤(SUM2+2*TI*Q3+N*(TI^2))/(L-1)
2840 Q4¤Q4*(L^2)/((SUM1^2)+2*N*TI*SUMl+(N^2)*(TI^2))
2850 Q4-(Q4-(L/(L—1)))^.5
2860 DEL¤((F4/F3)—1)^.5
2870 GAM¤Q4·DEL
2880 RETURN
3000 SUM1¤0
3010 SUM2-0
3020 FOR I¤1 TO K
3030 SUM1¤SUM1+WRK(I)
3040 SUM2=SUM2+(WRK(I)^2)
3050 NEXT
3060 SUM1•SUM1/K
3070 SUM2¤((SUM2/(K-1))-(SUM1^2))^.5
3080 DEL•SUM2/SUM1 ·
3090 A1¤—.57486
3100 A2¤.95124
3110 A3¤—.69986
3120 A4•.42455 —
3130 A5--.10107
3140 TI-SUM1
3150 Y••15
3160 GOSUB 3700
3170 Q1¤Y
3180 F1•GAM
3190 Y¤4„8
3200 GOSUB 3700
3210 Q2¤Y
3220 F2-GAM
3230 Y¤(Q1+Q2)/2
3240 GOSUB 3700
3250 IF(GAM>0)GOTO 3300
3260 Q2-Y
3270 F2¤GAM
3280 IF(F1-F2<EPS)GOTO 3330
3290 GOTO 3230
3300 Ql¤Y
3310 F1-GAM
3320 IF(F1—F2>EPS)GOTO 3230
3330 Q1¤(Ql+Q2)/2
3340 Q2=((1+A1*Q1+A2*(Ql^2)+A3*(Ql^3)+A4*(Ql^4)+A5*(Ql^5))/TI)^Ql
3350 RETURN
3700 03-1/Y
3710 Q4¤2/Y
3720 JJ-INT(Q3)
3730 JK¤INT(Q4)
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3740 F3=1
3750 IF(JJ<1)GOTO 3800
3760 FOR I-1 TO JJ
3770 F3-F3*(Q3+1—I)
3780 NEXT
3790 Q3-Q3-JJ
3800 F3¤F3*(1+A1*Q3+A2*(Q3^2)+A3*(Q3^3)+A4*(Q3^4)+A5*(Q3^5))
3810 F3•F3^2
3820 F4¤1
3830 IF(JK<1)GOTO 3880
3840 FOR I¤1 TO JK
3850 F4¤F4*(Q4+1—I)
3860 NEXT
3870 Q4•Q4—JK
3880 F4¤F4*(l+A1*Q4+A2*(Q4^2)+A3*(Q4^3)+A4*(Q4^4)+A5*(Q4^5))
3890 GAM-(((F4/F3)—1)^.5)—DEL
3900 RETURN
4000 DEL¤0
4010 FOR I¤1 TO K
4020 DEL•DEL+LOG(WRK(I)) —
4030 NEXT
4040 DEL¤DEL/K
4050 Ql¤•15
4060 Y•Q1
4070 GOSUB 4500 E
4080 F1¤GAM
4090 Q2¤4„8
4100 Y¤Q2
4110 GOSUB 4500
4120 F2=GAM
4130 Y¤(Q1+Q2)/2
4140 GOSUB 4500
4150 IF(GAM<0)GOTO 4200
4160 Q2¤Y
4170 F2¤GAM
4180 IF(F2—F1<EPS)GOTO 4230
4190 GOTO 4130
4200 Q1-Y
4210 F1¤GAM
4220 IF(F2-F1>EPS)GOT0 4130
4230 Q1¤(Ql+Q2)/2
4240 Y¤0
4250 FOR I¤1 TO K
4260 Y¤Y+(WRK(I)^Q1)
4270 NEXT
4280 Q2¤K/Y
4290 RETURN
4500 SUMl-0
4510 SUM2•0
4520 FOR I¤1 TO K
4530 SUM1¤SUM1+(WRK(I)^Y)
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4540 SUM2¤SUM2+((WRK(I)^Y)*LOG(WRK(I)))
4550 NEXT
4560 GAM-(SUM2/SUM1)—(1/Y)—DEL
4570 RETURN
5000 FOR I¤1 TO JK
5010 WZ(I)-WY(I)
5020 NEXT ·
5400 DEL-0
5410 FOR I¤l TO JK
5420 DEL¤DEL+LOG(WZ(I))
5430 NEXT
5440 DEL¤DEL/JK
5450 01-.15
5460 Y-01
5470 GOSUB 5800
5480 F1-GAM
5490 Q2-4.8
5500 Y-02
5510 GOSUB 5800
5520 F2•GAM
5530 Y¤(Q1+Q2)/2 _
5540 GOSUB 5800
5550 IF(GAM<0)GOTO 5600
5560 Q2-Y
5570 F2-GAM
5580 IF(F2—F1<EPS)GOTO 5630
5590 GOTO 5530
5600 01-Y
5610 Fl-GAM
5620 IF(F2—Fl>EPS)GOTO 5530
5630 Q1•(Q1+Q2)/2
5640 Y¤0
5650 FOR I¤1 TO JK
5660 Y=Y+(WZ(I)^Q1)
5670 NEXT
5680 Q2•JK/Y
5690 RETURN
5800 SUM1•0
5810 SUM2-0
5820 FOR I¤1 TO JK
5830 SUMl¤SUM1+(WZ(I)^Y)
5840 SUM2-SUM2+((WZ(I)^Y)*LOG(WZ(I)))
5850 NEXT
5860 GAM-(SUM2/SUM1)—(1/Y)—DEL
5870 RETURN
6000 JK-N—KOUNT1
6010 FOR I¤l TO JK
6020 WZ(I)¤Z(1,I)
6030 WZ(JK+I)-Z(2,I)
6040 NEXT
6050 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT2
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6060 WZ(2*JK+I)¤WT(I)
6070 NEXT
6080 FOR I¤l TO KOUNT1
6090 WZ(2*JK+KOUNT2+I)-TF—T0
6100 NEXT
6110 A1=—.57486
6120 A2¤.95124
6130 A3--.69986
6140 A4-.42455
6150 A5•—.10107
6160 L-2*N-KOUNT1+KOUNT2
6200 SUM1¤0
6210 SUM2•0
6220 FOR I¤1 TO L
6230 SUM1•SUM1+WZ(I)
6240 SUM2•SUM2+WZ(I)^2
6250 NEXT
6300 Q1¤.15
6310 Y¤Q1
6320 GOSUB 65006330 F1¤GAM _
6340 Q2¤4•8
6350 Y-Q2
6360 GOSUB 6500
6370 F2¤GAM
6380 Y=(Q1+Q2)/2
6390 GOSUB 6500
6400 IF(GAM<0)GOTO 6450
6410 Q2¤Y
6420 F2-GAM
6430 IF(F2-F1<EPS)GOTO 6480
6440 GOTO 6380
6450 Q1¤Y
6460 F1-GAM
6470 IF(F2-F1>EPS)GOTO 6380
6480 Ql¤(Q1+Q2)/2
6490 Q2¤((F3^.5)*L/(SUM1+2*N*TI))^Q1
6495 RETURN
6500 Q3¤1/Y
6510 Q4¤2/Y
6520 JJ¤INT(Q3)
6530 JK¤INT(Q4)
6540 F3-1
6550 IF(JJ<l)GOTO 6600
6560 FOR I·1 TO JJ
6570 F3-F3*(Q3+1-I)
6580 NEXT
6590 Q3¤Q3-JJ
6600 F3¤F3*(1+A1*Q3+A2*(Q3^2)+A3*(Q3^3)+A4*(Q3^4)+A5*(Q3^5))
6610 F3¤F3^2
6620 F4•l
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6630 IF(JK<1)GOTO 6680
6640 FOR I-1 TO JK
6650 F4-F4*(Q4+1-I)
6660 NEXT
6670 Q4-Q4-JK
6680 F4-F4*(l+A1*Q4+A2*(Q4^2)+A3*(Q4^3)+A4*(Q4^4)+A5*(Q4^5))
6690 TI¤(F4*SUM1)/(2*L*F3—2*N*F4)
6700 Q3¤0
6710 JK-N—KOUNTl
6720 FOR I-1 TO JK
6730 Q3-Q3+WZ(I)+WZ(JK+I)
6740 NEXT ‘
6750 FOR I-1 TO KOUNT1
6760 Q3-Q3+2*(TF—T0) ·
6770 NEXT
6780 Q4-(SUM2+2*TI*Q3+(2*N+2*KOUNT1)*(TI^2))/(L-1)
6790 Q4-Q4*(L^2)/((SUM1^2)+4*N*TI*SUM1+4*(N^2)*(TI^2))
6800 Q4-(Q4—(L/(L—1)))^.5
6810 DEL-((F4/F3)·1)^.5
6820 GAM-Q4—DEL
6830 RETURN
7000 JK¤N—KOUNT1
7010 FOR I-1 TO JK
7020 WZ(I)-X(1,I)+Z(1,I) ·
7030 WZ(JK+KOUNT2+I)-Z(2,I)
7040 NEXT
7050 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT2
7060 WZ(JK+I)-WT(I)
7070 NEXT
7080 JJ-2*JK+KOUNT2
7090 FOR I-1 TO KOUNT1
7100 WZ(JJ+I)-X(1,JK+I)+TF—T0
7110 NEXT7150 DEL¤0 ·
7160 JJ-JJ+KOUNT1
7170 FOR I-1 TO JJ
7180 DEL-DEL+LOG(WZ(I))
7190 NEXT
7200 DEL-DEL/(JK+KOUNT2)
7210 Q1-.15
7220 Y•Ql

7230 GOSUB 7500
7240 F1-GAM
7250 Q2¤4•8
7260 Y¤Q2
7270 GOSUB 7500
7280 F2-GAM
7290 Y-(Q1+Q2)/2
7300 GOSUB 7500
7310 IF(GAM<0)GOTO 7360
7320 Q2-Y
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7330 F2-GAM
7340 IF(F2-F1<EPS)GOTO 7390
7350·GOTO 7290
7360 Q1¤Y
7370 F1¤GAM
7380 IF(F2—F1>EPS)GOTO 7290
7390 Q1=(Q1+Q2)/2
7400 Q2-JK/F3
7410 RETURN
7500 F3•0
7510 F4¤0
7520 FOR I•1 TO JJ °
7530 F3-F3+(WZ(I)^Y)
7540 F4¤F4+((WZ(I)^Y)*LOG(WZ(I)))
7550 NEXT
7560 GAM¤(F4/F3)—(1/Y)—DEL
7570 RETURN
8000 SUM1•0
8010 SUM1-KOUNT2
8020 JK¤N-KOUNT1
8030 TI¤(N+SUM1+.4)*WT(KOUNT2)/(SUM1-„3)
8040 FOR I¤1 TO JK
8050 Y¤RND
8060 WZ(I)~Z(l,I)+Y*TI
8070 WZ(JK+KOUNT2+I)¤Z(2,I)
8080 NEXT
8090 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT2
8100 WZ(JK+I)·WT(I)
8110 NEXT
8120 JJ•2*JK+KOUNT2
8130 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT1
8140 Y•RND
8150 WZ(JJ+I)¤TF-T0+Y*TI
8160 NEXT
8170 K¤2*N-KOUNT1+KOUNT2
8180 GOSUB 8750
8190 JJ-JK+KOUNT2
8200 DEL•0
8210 FOR I=1 TO JJ
8220 DEL-DEL+LOG(WZ(I))
8230 NEXT
8240 SUM2-0
8250 FOR I¤1 TO JK
8260 SUM2¤SUM2+LOG(WY(I))
8270 DEL¤DEL+LOG(WY(I))
8280 NEXT
8290 DEL=DEL/JJ
8300 Q1¤.15 ·
8310 Y¤Q1
8320 GOSUB 8500
8330 F1•GAM
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8340 Q2¤4„8
8350 Y¤Q2
8360 GOSUB 8500
8370 F2-GAM
8380 Y-(Q1+Q2)/2
8390 GOSUB 8500
8400 IF(GAM<0)GOTO 8450
8410 Q2¤Y
8420 F2-GAM
8430 IF(F2-Fl<EPS)GOTO 8480
8440 GOTO 8380 _
8450 Q1-Y
8460 F1-GAM
8470 IF(F2—F1>EPS)GOTO 8380
8480 Q1-(Q1+Q2)/2
8490 Q2-JK/F3
8495 RETURN
8500 F3¤O
8510 F4-SUM2
8520 Q3-0 _
8530 Q4¤0
8540 FOR I-1 TO JK
8550 F3-F3+(WZ(I)^Y)
8560 F4-F4+((WZ(I)^Y)*LOG(WZ(I)))
8570 F3-F3+(WZ(JK+KOUNT2+I)^Y)

V

8580 F4-F4+((WZ(JK+KOUNT2+I)^Y)*LOG(WZ(JK+KOUNT2+I)))
8590 GAM-((WY(I)^Y)-1)*(WZ(I)^Y)
8600 Q3-Q3+GAM
8610 Q4-Q4+GAM*LOG(WY(I))
8620 NEXT
8630 JJ-2*JK+KOUNT2
8640 FOR I-1 TO KOUNTl „
8650 F3-F3+(WZ(JJ+I)^Y)
8660 F4-F4+((WZ(JJ+I)^Y)*LOG(WZ(JJ+I)))
8670 GAM-((WY(JJ+I)^Y)—1)*(WZ(JJ+I)^Y)
8680 Q3-Q3+GAM
8690 Q4-Q4+GAM*LOG(WY(JJ+I))
8700 NEXT
8710 GAM-((F4—Q4)/(F3—Q3))-(1/Y)—DEL
8720 RETURN
8750 FOR I-1 TO K
8755 WY(I)-0
8760 NEXT
8765 B1-.34802
8770 B2--.09588
8775 B3-.74786
8780 B4-.47047
8785 FOR I-1 TO JK
8790 S-RND
8795 IF(S<.5) GOTO 8815
8800 GOSUB 8900
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8805 WY(I)-1+.3*GAM
8810 GOTO 8830
8815 S=1—S
8820 GOSUB 8900
8825 WY(I)¤1—„3*GAM
8830 NEXT
8835 FOR I¤1 TO KOUNT1
8840 S=RND
8845 IF(S<.5) GOTO 8865
8850 GOSUB 8900
8855 WY(JJ+I)¤1+.3*GAM .
8860 GOTO 8880
8865 S¤1-S
8870 GOSUB 8900
8875 WY(JJ+I)¤1—„3*GAM“
8880 NEXT
8885 RETURN
8900 Q3¤.0001
8905 Q4•3.099
8910 TI¤(Q3+Q4)/2
8915 F3=EXP(—(TI^2))
8920 F4-1/(1+B4*TI)
8925 GAM¤1—(B1*F4+B2*(F4^2)+B3*(F4^3))*F3
8930 IF(GAM<S) GOTO 8950 -
8935 IF(GAM-S<EPS) GOTO 8965
8940 Q4¤TI
8945 GOTO 8910
8950 IF(S-GAM<EPS)GOTO 8965
8955 Q3-TI
8960 GOTO 8910
8965 GAM¤(Q3+Q4)/2
8970 RETURN
9000 FOR K-1 TO 55
9010 Y¤RND ‘
9020 NEXT
9030 K¤0
9040 KOUNT1¤0
9050 KOUNT2=0
9100 JK-0
9110 S•O
9120 FOR I¤1 TO 25
9130 Y¤RND
9140 TI¤((—LOG(Y))/ALPHA)^(1/BETA)
9150 IF(I>1)GOTO 9180
9160 JK-JK+1
9170 WY(JK)•TI
9180 S¤S+TI·
9190 WRK(I)-S
9200 IF(S>TM)GOTO 9250
9210 NEXT
9220 PRINT ”random time generation error"
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9230 STOP
9250 IF(I>l)GOTO 9350
9260 X(1,N-KOUNT1)¤T0
9270 X(2,N—KOUNT1)¤S-TF
9280 KOUNT1¤KOUNT1+1
9290 IF(K+KOUNT1<N)GOTO 9110
9300 RETURN
9350 K¤K+1
9360 FOR J¤1 TO I
9370 IF(WRK(J)<T0)GOTO 9830
9380 IF(J>1)GOTO 9500
9390 IF(WRK(1)>TF)GOTO 9450
9400 X(1,K)¤T0
9410 Z(1,K)¤WRK(1)—T0E 9420 GOTO 9600
9450 X(1,N—KOUNT1)¤T0
9460 X(2,N-KOUNT1)•WRK(1)—TF
9470 K¤K•l
9480 GOTO 9280
9500 IF(WRK(J)<TF)GOTO 9550
9510 X(1,N—KOUNT1)¤T0-WRK(J-1)
9520 X(2,N-KOUNT1)~WRK(J)—TF
9530 K•K-1
9540 GOTO 9280 V9550 X(1,K)¤T0-WRK(J—1)
9560 Z(1,K)¤WRK(J)—T0
9600 IF(WRK(J+1)<TF)GOTO 9700
9610 Z(2,K)-TF—WRK(J)
9620 X(2,K)•WRK(J+1)—TF
9630 GOTO 9290
9700 FOR L¤1 TO I—J
9710 IF(WRK(J+L)>TF)GOTO 9800
9720 KOUNT2¤KOUNT2+1
9730 WT(KOUNT2)¤WRK(J+L)-WRK(J+L—1)
9740 NEXT L
9750 GOTO 9220
9800 X(2,K)·WRK(J+L)—TF
9810 Z(2,K)¤TF—WRK(J+L-1)
9820 GOTO 9290
9830 NEXT J
9840 GOTO 9220
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